Tibetan herbal formula Padma Digestin modulates gastrointestinal motility in vitro
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ABSTRACT

AIM: To examine the effects of Padma Digestin on the smooth muscle motility of different gastrointestinal segments in vitro.

METHODS: The effects of the ethanolic extract of Padma Digestin (at 8.16 mg/mL or 81.6 mg/mL) on the contractility and susceptibility to acetylcholine (ACh) of muscle strips from the cardia, antrum, pylorus, duodenum, jejunum, ileum and colon of male Wistar rats were analyzed.

RESULTS: Compared with the control treatment, the Padma Digestin extract had a procontractile effect on the antral smooth muscle strips. Padma Digestin decreased ACh sensitivity in cardia muscle strips and increased it in those from the antrum and pylorus. In the intestinal segments, spontaneous contractility was inhibited in both the duodenal and jejunal strips, whereas reactivity to ACh was inhibited in the jejunal strips only. In the colonic samples, Padma Digestin inhibited spontaneous and ACh-stimulated contractility at a low dose but seems to have increasing effects at a high dose.

CONCLUSION: Padma Digestin extract has region-specific effects on the contractility and excitability of gastrointestinal smooth muscle. Our results support the traditional use of Padma Digestin for maldigestion and functional gastrointestinal disorders.

INTRODUCTION

Functional gastrointestinal disorders (FGDs) are characterized by various symptoms without underlying identifiable structural lesions or biochemical abnormalities[1]. Symptoms such as abdominal pain and discomfort, bloating, flatulence, changes in stool consistency, and postprandial fullness are very common and have a great impact on...
the quality of life of affected patients\(^\text{(2,3)}\). The pathogenesis of FGDs is still unclear; however, different factors such as disturbed gastrointestinal motility, accommodation and hypersensitivity, side effects of pharmaceuticals, psychosocial status, changes in inflammatory status and helicobacter pylori infection are likely to be involved\(^\text{(2,4-8)}\).

In general practice, unspecific dyspeptic complaints are often addressed using symptom-based approaches such as proton pump inhibitor treatment, Helicobacter pylori eradication and dietary modifications\(^\text{(8,9)}\). Given the high prevalence of FGDs, their impact on patient quality of life, and their socio-economic importance, safe and effective treatment options are urgently needed\(^\text{(2,9,10)}\). Phytotherapeutics contain a wide variety of chemical substances in very small doses. They are known to act as so-called multi-target drugs, which target and affect multiple different pathological pathways simultaneously\(^\text{(2,11-14)}\).

Network models show that partial inhibition of multiple targets by synergistically acting agents can be more effective than complete inhibition of a single target\(^\text{(12,13)}\). In herbal preparations, each chemical is usually present at a very low dose. The synergistic action of these chemicals allows them to be clinically effective, as well as minimizes the risk for side effects\(^\text{(13,14)}\). Due to the joint activity of multiple herbal compounds, the resulting mechanism of action cannot be deduced from the known effects of each individual ingredient. Even though one might be able to predict which molecular pathways would be affected, the sum of these changes may not reflect the resulting effect of the mixture.

Due to their complex mechanism of action and overall favorable safety profile, herbal preparations seem to be especially well-suited for the treatment of multifactorial diseases. Various plants as well as herbal combination preparations have produced favorable outcomes in FGDs\(^\text{(14,20-28)}\). The polyherbal preparation Padma\(^\text{®}\) Lax has been shown to be effective in the treatment of dominant irritable bowel syndrome\(^\text{(19,20)}\), and the multimodal effects on intestinal motility have been identified as the mode of action of this formula\(^\text{(22)}\).

Padma Digestin\(^\text{®}\) is a polyherbal formula produced in Switzerland according to the international pharmaceutical guidelines. The preparation is licensed as a drug (Swissmedic No. 59375) and is available under the same name in various European countries. It is a modern representation of a formula from Traditional Tibetan Medicine (Tibetan name: Se’bru 5). Padma Digestin consists of five herbs, which have been used in this composition in the Himalayas for hundreds of years. In Europe, the formula has been used for more than 20 years for disturbed digestion with dyspeptic symptoms such as epigastric pressure, postprandial fullness, bloating, and flatulence as well as for lack of appetite, \(\varepsilon_{\text{g}},\) in convalescence or old age. Traditionally, the formula has also been used for ailments of the lower abdomen and lower back including sexual dysfunction, recurrent cystitis or lower back pain. Some of the plants or chemical constituents that comprise Padma Digestin have previously been shown to influence gastrointestinal motility\(^\text{(22-28)}\). Despite the information on the individual ingredients, to our knowledge, there are no reports on the effects of the multicomponent formulation as a whole.

Therefore, the aim of the present study was to investigate the effects of Padma Digestin ethanolic extracts on different gastrointestinal segments regarding spontaneous contractile activity and susceptibility to acetylcholine (ACh) \textit{in vitro}.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Animals

After an overnight fast with free access to drinking water, 21 male Wistar rats (in-house breeding, Central Animal Facilities, University Hospital Berne, Switzerland) weighing 160 to 275 g were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine and xylazine in a ratio of 1:1 (1 mL per kg body weight) (Dr. E Gräub AG, Berne, Switzerland). All of the procedures and subsequent animal care were in accordance with the guidelines of the Department of Agriculture of Berne, Switzerland, which provided the approval for this study.

#### Tissue preparation

Several gastrointestinal segments were analyzed: cardial, antral, pyloric, duodenal, jejunal, ileal and colonic. Tissue samples were rapidly harvested and placed in cold modified Krebs-Ringer’s bicarbonate buffer (118.3 mmol/L NaCl, 4.7 mmol/L KCl, 1.2 mmol/L MgSO\(_4\), 1.2 mmol/L KH\(_2\)PO\(_4\), 2.5 mmol/L CaCl\(_2\), 25 mmol/L NaCHO\(_3\), 0.026 mmol/L CaEDTA and 11.1 mmol/L glucose) (Sigma Chemicals, Buchs, Switzerland) saturated with carbogen (95% O\(_2\) + 5% CO\(_2\)) (Carbagas, Berne, Switzerland). Different gut segments were excised from the same location in each animal and prepared as follows: circular muscle strips from cardial (\(n = 12\)) and pyloric tissue (\(n = 9\)), muscle strips from the antrum (\(n = 44\)) in the circular axis and muscle strips from the duodenum (\(n = 22\)), jejunum (\(n = 24\)), ileum (\(n = 24\)) and colon (\(n = 36\)) in the longitudinal axis. The muscle strips were placed in organ bath chambers (5 mL) (Radonit Glass Technology Inc., Monrovia, CA, United States) filled with modified Krebs-Ringer’s bicarbonate buffer maintained at 37.5 °C and aerated with carbogen.

#### Test substance

Padma Digestin is a multicomponent herbal preparation based on a classical formula composed of five herbs that originates from Tibetan Medicine. One capsule contains 204 mg pomegranate seeds (\textit{Punica granatum} L.), 102 mg lesser galangal rhizome (\textit{Alpinia officinarum} Hance), 25.5 mg long pepper fruit (\textit{Piper longum} L./\textit{Piper retrofractum} Vahl.), 12.75 mg cardamom seeds (\textit{Elettaria cardamomum} Maton var. Miniscula Burkill), and 12.75 mg cassia bark (\textit{Cinnamomum aromatica} Nees). Padma Digestin was produced and supplied by Padma Inc., Hinwil, Switzerland. The mixture was extracted with 70% (v/v) ethanol.
(EtOH) (B. Braun, Emmenbrücke, Switzerland), 250 mg/mL of the test substance was shaken for 30 min at 37 °C and centrifuged at 5000 g. Then, the supernatant was lyophilized with a yield of 20.4% (w/w). Just before use, the lyophilized extract was dissolved in 70% EtOH. One milliliter of this solution corresponded to the extract of 2126 mg Padma Digestin powder.

**Study design**

In the first set of experiments (9 animals), the *in vitro* effects of the ethanolic extract of Padma Digestin on the contractility and susceptibility to ACh (Sigma Chemicals, Buchs, Switzerland) were analyzed in colonic muscle strips, and EtOH was used as a control. Cardial, antral, pyloric, duodenal, jejunal and ileal tissue strips were collected from the same rats and used in preliminary experiments to assess the recording patterns and reproducibility of the *in vitro* contractile activity of different segments of the upper gastrointestinal tract (data not shown). In a second set of experiments (12 animals), the *in vitro* effect of the Padma Digestin ethanolic extract on the contractility and susceptibility to ACh was studied in cardial, antral, pyloric, duodenal, jejunal, ileal and colonic muscle strips and compared with EtOH, which was used as a control.

**Experimental protocol**

The proximal end of the muscle strip was fixed to a glass rod. The distal end was connected to a noncompliant force transducer system (Kulite Semiconductors Products Inc, NJ, United States) for continuous recording of the contractile activity. The muscle strips were stretched stepwise to their optimal point of tension-length relationship and allowed to equilibrate for a period of 60 to 90 min in the organ bath chamber with repetitive changes of buffer (Figure 1). First, the baseline contractility without Padma Digestin or EtOH was measured starting at the recording of spontaneous contractile activity. Then, the muscarinic receptor agonist ACh was added in increasing concentrations every six minutes. Preliminary experiments (data not shown) indicated that muscle strips from the stomach and the small intestine were less responsive to ACh than the colonic strips in this experimental setting. Therefore, colonic strips were treated at the concentrations of 20 µmol/L, 200 µmol/L and 2 µmol/L; however, two additional concentrations of 20 µmol/L and 200 µmol/L were used for all the other gastrointestinal segments. The muscle strips were then washed several times with Krebs-Ringer’s modified solution until the spontaneous activity returned to stable. Next, 19.2 µL of the resuspended Padma Digestin extract was added to the organ chambers, resulting in a chamber concentration corresponding to 8.16 mg of the original raw powder per mL (low dose). This final concentration was chosen because it corresponds to 816 mg of active ingredients in 100 mL of water, which is the recommended single dose of Padma Digestin. At the same time 19.2 µL of 70% EtOH was added to the control muscle strips as a solvent control. After a superfusion time of 15 min, spontane-

![Figure 1 Experimental protocol. ACh: Acetylcholine.](image)

**RESULTS**

**Gastric segments**

Neither EtOH nor the Padma Digestin extract had an effect on the spontaneous contractile activity of the circular cardial strips (Figure 2A). In the antral strips, EtOH treatment reduced spontaneous contractility to 88% ± 2% and 83% ± 2% of the native control at the low and high doses, respectively. This inhibition was almost completely mitigated by the Padma Digestin extract (95% ± 2% and 99% ± 2% of the native control). A similar effect was observed in the pyloric strips; however, the increase in spontaneous contractility compared with the solvent control did not reach statistical significance (Figure 2A).

The ACh-stimulated contractile response in the circular cardial strips was reduced by EtOH, and this re-

**Statistical analysis**

Spontaneous contractile activity was checked visually. Muscle strips without useable recordings were excluded from the study. Contractile activity was calculated as the total area under the curve (integrated contractile activity) using the AcqKnowledge software (Biopac Systems, Inc, Goleta, CA, United States). For each reading, 5-min intervals were analyzed. The contractile activity values were normalized to CSA, which was calculated using the following formula: CSA (mm²) = [tissue wet weight (mg)]/ { [tissue length (mm)] × [tissue density (mg/mm³)] }. The value for smooth muscle tissue density was taken from the literature as 1.05 mg/mm³. The results were expressed as % CSA ± SE and related to baseline activity. Student’s *t* test was used to compare the effects of Padma Digestin and EtOH. *P* values < 0.05 were considered significant.
The procontractile activity of ACh in the duodenal strips was inhibited by the solvent EtOH and more so by the Padma Digestin extract, albeit without reaching statistical significance (data not shown). In the jejunal strips, EtOH increased ACh susceptibility at the high dose and with 20 and 200 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) of ACh. This increase was abolished by the Padma Digestin extract (Figure 2D). Neither EtOH nor the Padma Digestin extract had an effect on the ileal strips (data not shown).

In the colonic strips, the pro-contractile effect of ACh was significantly inhibited by EtOH and was even further inhibited by the Padma Digestin extract at the low (all ACh concentrations) and the high (2 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) ACh) dose. With 0.02 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) and 2 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) ACh, the high dose of the preparation increased the contractility compared to solvent alone; however, this effect was not statistically significant (Figure 2D).

**DISCUSSION**

Functional gastrointestinal disorders, characterized by various gastrointestinal symptoms without identifiable production was statistically significant at 2 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) and 20 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) ACh in the high dose and at 2 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) ACh in the low dose (Figure 2B). The Padma Digestin extract further decreased susceptibility to ACh and this effect was statistically significant in 20 mmol/L and 200 mmol/L as well as in 2 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) ACh in the low dose. In the antral and pyloric strips, EtOH increased the contractile response but only at a few concentrations of ACh (Figure 2B, low dose not shown). Compared with the EtOH control, the Padma Digestin extract enhanced the ACh-stimulated procontractile activity of the antral and pyloric strips (Figure 2B).

**Intestinal segments**

Low dose EtOH enhanced the spontaneous contractile activity of the duodenal and jejunal muscle strips; while in the ileal (high dose EtOH) and colonic (low and high dose EtOH) strips, the spontaneous contractility was reduced (Figure 2C). Compared with EtOH treatment, superfusion with the Padma Digestin extract strongly inhibited the spontaneous contractile activity in the duodenal (high dose), jejunal (low and high dose) and colonic strips (low dose) (Figure 2C). The procontractile activity of ACh in the duodenal strips was inhibited by the solvent EtOH and more so by the Padma Digestin extract, albeit without reaching statistical significance (data not shown). In the jejunal strips, EtOH increased ACh susceptibility at the high dose and with 20 and 200 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) of ACh. This increase was abolished by the Padma Digestin extract (Figure 2D). Neither EtOH nor the Padma Digestin extract had an effect on the ileal strips (data not shown).

In the colonic strips, the pro-contractile effect of ACh was significantly inhibited by EtOH and was even further inhibited by the Padma Digestin extract at the low (all ACh concentrations) and the high (2 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) ACh) dose. With 0.02 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) and 2 \( \mu \text{mol/L} \) ACh, the high dose of the preparation increased the contractility compared to solvent alone; however, this effect was not statistically significant (Figure 2D).
structural lesions, are multi-factorial conditions, i.e. they can be caused by multiple factors. They are difficult to treat due to the broad spectrum of symptoms, as well as the complex and ill-understood etiology. Because current standard treatment strategies are yielding unsatisfactory results, there is a growing interest in complementary methods\cite{20,21}. Previous studies have reported encouraging results on the use of phytotherapeutics for chronic functional gastrointestinal disorders\cite{22,23,24}, and the influence of several herbal preparations on gut motility\cite{25,26,27}.

The results of our \textit{in vitro} study show that Padma Digestin can modulate gut motility in a region-specific manner. While in cardial segments, Padma Digestin extract inhibited ACh-stimulated contractility compared with EtOH, it had a procontractile effect on the spontaneous and ACh-stimulated contractility of the antral and pyloric segments. Antral and pyloric motility are essential for gastric emptying and are reduced by different factors such as EtOH consumption or psychogenic stress\cite{28,29,30}. The Padma Digestin extract prevented EtOH-mediated motility suppression. Our results suggest that Padma Digestin could reduce epigastric pain and postprandial fullness by improving gastric emptying.

In segments of the small bowel, the control solvent EtOH enhanced the spontaneous contractile activity in the duodenal and jejunal strips and inhibited the contractile activity in ileal strips at the high dose. This finding differs from the results reported in earlier studies\cite{31,32}, possibly because in contrast to the single dose administration used in the present study, Palasciano \textit{et al}\cite{33} analyzed the effect of chronic EtOH administration. We analyzed longitudinal muscle strips in our study, whereas Lu \textit{et al}\cite{34} studied circular smooth muscle preparations, which are known to show different contractility patterns and sensitivity to neurotransmitters or other substances.

Compared with the EtOH control, the Padma Digestin extract inhibited the spontaneous contractility of duodenal and jejunal strips with little effect on ACh susceptibility\cite{35}.

Different components of the Padma Digestin formula, such as pomegranate seeds\cite{36}, piperine\cite{37,38}, cardamom\cite{39,40,41}, and cassia cinnamon\cite{42}, are known to inhibit small bowel motility. This inhibition and especially the reduction in the susceptibility to ACh stimulation is thought to have spasmytic effects\cite{43,44,45} and is in line with the experiences and observations of Traditional Tibetan Medicine, where the formula is also used in malnutrition.

In the colonic strips, the inhibitory effect of EtOH on contractility is well-documented by earlier studies\cite{46,47}. The results we obtained with the Padma Digestin extract suggest a biphasic effect on colonic smooth muscle. While the low dose inhibited the spontaneous as well as the ACh-stimulated contractility compared with the solvent control, the high dose seems to have had a positive effect on the spontaneous contractile activity and the contractility stimulated with 0.02 µmol/L and 0.2 µmol/L ACh, albeit without statistical significance.

Similar to Padma Digestin, different inhibitory and excitatory effects of other herbal substances have been shown in different parts of the stomach and intestine\cite{48,49}. A possible molecular mechanism may be the interaction of Padma Digestin with transient receptor potential (TRP) channels, which are known to influence smooth muscle activity. Various substances contained in the ingredients of Padma Digestin act on different TRP channels. Cinnamonaldehyde, a component of cassia bark, has procontractile effects on rat urinary bladders \textit{in vitro}, acting via TRP ankyrin 1 (TRPA1)\cite{50}. Pungent substances such as piperine and gingerols, contained in long pepper and lesser galangal, are known agonists of TRPA1\cite{51,52}, which is involved in colonic smooth muscle contractions\cite{53}. Piperine may also exert contractile effects via TRP vanilloid 1 (TRPV1)\cite{54,55}. On the other hand, piperine also seems to have inhibitory effects on upper gastrointestinal motility, which may be due to either desensitization after prolonged activation of TRPV1\cite{56} or other receptors such as the cannabinoid 1 receptor\cite{57}. Piperine has been shown to have opposing effects on gastrointestinal motility at low and high doses\cite{58}. While lower doses lead to desensitization and seem to act \textit{via} TRP channels, higher doses are thought to have nonspecific direct actions on the smooth muscle. Other TRP-influencing substances found in Padma Digestin plants are the flavonoid galangin\cite{59,60,61} and gingerols contained in lesser galangal\cite{62,63}.

The effects of Padma Digestin shown in the present study are likely to occur \textit{via} different mechanisms. Herbal medicines and especially polyherbal formulations are thought to act on multiple target pathways simultaneously\cite{64,65}. This type of multicomponent mechanism of action is especially well suited for the treatment of multifactorial, chronic diseases\cite{66} such as functional gastrointestinal disorders, where safe and effective treatment options are needed\cite{67}. Padma Digestin might be one such option with its diverse effects on gastrointestinal motility. Further studies may elucidate its other modes of action that are clinically relevant, as well as molecular mechanisms of this complex phytotherapeutic compound.

In summary, the results demonstrated a region-specific effect of Padma Digestin on the motility of the rat gastrointestinal tract \textit{in vitro}. Padma Digestin may have a positive effect on functional gastrointestinal disorders by facilitating gastric emptying and intestinal nutrient absorption and by relieving muscular spasms. Thus, our data are in favor of the traditionally prescribed use of Padma Digestin for maldigestion and suggest a potential benefit of this herbal preparation in the treatment of functional disorders of the upper gastrointestinal tract in particular.
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COMMENTS

Background
Functional gastrointestinal disorders are widely spread among Western populations. They are defined by symptoms such as abdominal pain and discomfort, bloating, flatulence, changes in stool consistency, and postprandial fullness without any identifiable organic or structural cause. Although not life-threatening the condition has a great impact on quality of life in affected patients and thus, e.g., by doctors visits or sick days from work, has also a socioeconomic relevance.

Research frontiers
Various factors are known to play a role in the development of functional gastrointestinal disorders. Because of the complex causes of the disease there is no accepted and effective standard therapy but treatment mostly follows a symptomatic oriented trial and error method. Safe and effective treatment options are urgently needed. Some herbal medicines such as the formula Padma Digestin from Tibetan Medicine are traditionally used in functional dyspeptic symptoms but up to now their modes of actions are not known.

Innovations and breakthroughs
It was found that the herbal formula Padma Digestin has region-specific effects on contractility and sensitivity to stimulants of gastrointestinal smooth muscle. The effects shown here are known to promote gastric emptying and intestinal absorption and suggest a positive effect in functional dysmotility of the upper gastrointestinal tract. The results thus support the traditional use of Padma Digestin in malabsorption and functional gastrointestinal disorders.

Applications
The study suggests that by modulating stomach and gut smooth muscle motility the herbal formula Padma Digestin might be a much needed treatment option in functional gastrointestinal disorders.

Terminology
Padma Digestin is a classical herbal formula from the Tibetan Medicine System (Tibetan name: Sebu S). It is composed of five ingredients: pomegranate seeds, long pepper, cassia bark, cardamom seeds, and lesser galangal. The components of herbal formulas such as used in Tibetan Medicine achieve their effects synergistically and according to a multi-target mode of action.

Peer review
The investigation has profound pharmacological and therapeutical implications. The study is simple using the in vitro gastric tissue model and it has yielded convincing results. The authors have used “mixture” of phytochemicals. Further studies are needed to pin-point the exact molecular mechanisms for the observed effects on gastrointestinal motility.
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